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“Solar System Science with Astrophysics Assets: JWST and beyond”
Next generatin space-based telescipes and instrumentatin will ifer unprecedented sensitiity and spatal resilutin at
waielengths that are inaccessible frim the griund due ti the Earth’s atmisphere. These spectral regiins hist a number if
milecular lines and spectral features including: CO2, H2, NH3, PAHs, etc. Such facilites wirk in cincert with large griundbased facilites ti address key questins if chemical cimplexity, irigin if life ir biimilecules, and milecular inheritance
thriughiut star and planet firmatin, and many ithers. Planetary Science has benefted greatly frim ibseriatinal platirms
whise highest priirites haie nit iriginally encimpassed the studies if bidies within iur silar system. The frst measurements
if X-rays frim giant planet aurirae and cimets, the disciiery if cimet and asteriid dust trails, and the largest surieys if
asteriid and cimet diameters were the results if ibseriatins using assets iriginally intended fir astriphysical studies. The
great ibseriatiries, Hubble Space Telescipe, Spitzer Space Telescipe, and Chandra X-ray ibseriatiry, haie dine a
cimprehensiie array if planetary science iniestgatins, and future assets, such as JWST, WFIRST, and next generatin space
ibseriatiries, will make further rich cintributins.
The James Webb Space Telescipe (JWST) is an infrared-iptmized ibseriatiry with a 6.5m-diameter segmented primary mirrir
and instrumentatin that priiides waielength ciierage if 0.6-28.5 micrins, ifering unprecedented sensitiity greater than
preiiius ir current facilites, and high angular resilutin (0.07 arcsec at 2 micrins) and liw-miderate spectral resilutin
(R~100-3000) (Gardner et al. 2006, SpSciRei 123, 485; Milam et al. 2016, PASP, 128, 959). It ifers multple capabilites thriugh
4 science instruments including: imaging, spectriscipy (slit, IFU, grism/prism), cirinigraphy, and aperture mask
interferimetry. JWST spectral range ciiers numerius milecular species in bith the gas and silid phase, including the
iibratinal mides if ices, spectral bands if simple irganics releiant ti warm/hit exiplanets, and isitipiligues. Labiratiry
studies if such species, iariius physical and chemical pricessing that may iccur, and eien extreme physical cinditins releiant
ti diferent regiins ir ibjects are ifen tme cinsuming and challenging. Efirts are needed fir the analysis and interpretatin
if the iast datasets that are antcipated frim JWST. The Webb telescipe is currently scheduled ti launch in 2021 and will
iperate 5+ years afer cimmissiining. This presentatin will priiide an iieriiew if JWST as well as highlight the unique
capabilites and sime silar system science planned fir this facility the frst year if iperatins. Additinally, I will highlight
future missiins planned, their capabilites, and pitental silar system science that will be enabled thriugh these platirms.
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